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Understanding & Responding to
Terrorist Financing

Situational Awareness from a
Terrorist Financing Perspective
• Situational awareness is being aware of your physical
surroundings for personal safety and security
• Situational awareness from a terrorist financing perspective
should focus on and understand:
▫

The threat
•

The threat environment

•

Current and emerging trends

▫ Who you are dealing with
• Organizations (global / regional / local)(centralized or decentralized)
• Individuals (inspired / enabled / directed)

▫ Funding flows
• Sources / methods / access
• RaisePlacementMoveLayering StoreIntegrationSpend
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Flash to Bang (Left & Right of Boom)
• From time terrorist attack planned to the point attack occurs
• Left of boom
▫ Originally military term referring to timeline before an explosion
▫ Since 9/11 law enforcement, intelligence services and first
responders have used the term “left of boom” as point of
reference to stay ahead of and to avert terrorist attacks

• Right of boom
▫ The time directly following a terrorist attack

• Clearly, “left of boom” is where we want to be
▫ Establishing and maintaining a position “left of boom” is
extremely challenging
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Terrorist Threat Environment in 2022
• Internationalization of domestic terrorism
▫ Global focus upon the threat of domestic violent extremists (DVEs)
▫ Evolution of transnational nature of domestic threat
• 2011 Lone attackers  2019 groups / movements  2022 lone attackers

• Ongoing threat of homegrown violent extremists (HVEs)
▫ al-Qaeda and ISIS / calls for HVE attacks in U.S. and allied states

• Evolution and devolution of foreign terrorist organizations
▫ Core and affiliate groups

• Nexus between foreign terrorist groups and transnational crime
• Opportunity to exploit public discourse through false narratives
▫ Escalation and de-escalation strategies for perceived provocation
• Exploited by domestic violent extremists (Left and right wing)
▫ January 6, 2021 Capitol riot (by right wing extremists)

• Geopolitical provocation and retaliation
▫ Escalation and de-escalation strategies for perceived deterrent
• Taliban takeover of Afghanistan in August 2021
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Terrorism Threat to U.S.
Homeland

FinCEN AML/CFT National Priorities
June 30, 2021
•

Terrorist financing
•
•
•

Since 9/11, threat has evolved significantly
Terrorists require financing to recruit and support members, fund
logistics, and conduct operations
Terrorist financing includes lone actors using small amounts of money
to self-fund attacks, as well as more complex schemes and networks
that may be embedded within existing money laundering methods used
to support logistical networks, operations, and the procurement of
materials

▫ International terrorism
• Most terrorist groups still primarily
rely on banks, MSBs and cash
couriers to transfer funds
• ISIS & al-Qaeda now rely more on
self radicalized individuals & HVEs
▫ Carry out low cost &
unsophisticated but deadly
attacks

▫ Domestic terrorism
• DVEs are individuals based &
operating primarily within U.S.
jurisdiction
▫ Seek to further their ideological
goals through unlawful acts of
force or violence

• RMVEs & militia violent extremists
present the most lethal DVE threats
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2022 National Terrorist Financing
Risk Assessment
•

Issued 2/2022, by U.S. Treasury Department
•

Methodology based on FATF guidance
•

•

Consistent with 2020 National Terrorist Financing Risk Assessment
•

•

Underlying concepts for risk assessment are threats, vulnerabilities,
consequences and risk
FinCEN AML/CTF 2021 National Priorities based on 2020 Risk Assessments

2022 Threats & Vulnerabilities
▫ Threats

▫ Vulnerabilities

• ISIS

• Banks

• al-Qaeda

• MSBs

• Hizballah

• Unlicensed money transmission

• Other foreign terrorist groups

• Cash

• Domestic violent extremists

• Virtual currency
• Misuse of charitable organizations
Terrorist Financing
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National Terrorism Advisory Bulletin
• Issued 6/07/2022 by Homeland Security replacing NTAS
bulletin issued 2//07/2022 (expires 11/30/2022)
▫ The U.S. remains in a heightened threat environment, as noted in
previous bulletin
• Threat environment expected to become more dynamic
▫ High-profile events could be exploited to justify acts of violence
• Mar-a-Lago search warrant on 8/08/2022 such a trigger event
• Homeland Security issued threat bulletin to law enforcement on 8/12/2022

• Threat actors have mobilized to violence due to factors such as
personal grievances, reactions to current events, and adherence to
violent extremist ideologies
▫ Racially or ethnically motivated or anti-government / anti-authority violent
extremism
▫ Foreign terrorist organizations and nation states

• Primary threat of mass casualty violence in U.S. stems from
lone actors and small groups motivated by a range of
ideological beliefs and / or personal grievances
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Key Aspects of June 7, 2022, NTAS
Bulletin Evolving Threat Environment
• Recent violent attacks
▫

Uvalde, Texas (May 24, 2022) school shooting killing 19 students & 2 teachers
• Online exploitation by violent extremists / copycat threat

▫

Buffalo, New York (May 14, 2022) Tops Friendly Market shooting 10 killed / 3 shot
•

▫

Shooter inspired by 2019 Christchurch, New Zealand mosque shootings

Laguna Woods, California (May 15, 2022) church shooting I dead, 5 others shot
• Targeted Taiwanese community

▫

Brooklyn, New York (April 12, 2022) subway shooting 10 shot, 19 others hurt
• ISIS and al-Qaeda celebrated the attack

• Continued proliferation of false or misleading narratives
▫
▫
▫

Flow of undocumented migrants at U.S. Mexico border
High profile Supreme Court case about abortion rights
Mid-term elections

• Foreign adversaries
▫
▫
▫
▫

al-Qaeda inspired hostage crisis at synagogue in Colleyville, Texas (Jan 15, 2022)
ISIS audio calling for revenge attacks for death of ISIS leader
Pro al-Qaeda magazine call for supporters to fight in Ukraine to gain experience
Chinese, Iranian, Russian and other foreign actors seeking to cause U.S. discord
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Greatest Threat to U.S. Homeland
• Congressional testimony of FBI Director Christopher Wray on
August 4, 2022 (Senate Judiciary Committee)
▫ The nature of threat posed by terrorism, both international and
domestic, continues to evolve
▫ Posed by lone actors or small cells radicalized online who look
for soft targets with easily accessible weapons
• Domestic violent extremists (DVEs)
• Homegrown violent Extremists (HVEs)
▫ Two distinct threats, both of which located primarily in the
U.S. and typically radicalize and mobilize to violence on their own

▫ Foreign terrorist organizations (FTOs), such as ISIS and alQaeda, intend to carry out or inspire large scale attacks in U.S.
• ISIS / al-Qaeda advocate for lone offender (HVE inspired attacks)

▫ Iran and its global proxies and partners continue to attack and
plot against U.S. and allies throughout Middle East
• Hizballah, Iraqi Shia militant groups & Iran’s Revolutionary Guard
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Comparing and Contrasting HVEs &
DVEs
• Homegrown Violent Extremists (HVEs)
▫ Individuals who have been radicalized primarily in the U.S.
• Inspired by, but not receiving individualized direction from, foreign terrorist
organizations (FTOs)
▫ 8/20/2022 call by al-Qaeda for “lone wolves” to fight “enemies of Islam”

• Domestic Violent Extremists (DVEs)
▫ Individuals who commit violent criminal acts in furtherance of ideological
goals stemming from domestic influences, such as racial bias and antigovernment sentiment
• The top threat from DVEs stems from those identified as racially / ethnically
motivated violent extremists (RMVEs)
▫ Two Boogaloo Boys provided material support to Hamas to raise funds to
open training camp; considered Hamas a likeminded anti-government group

• Many violent extremists (HVEs & DVEs) are motivated and inspired
by a mix of ideological, sociopolitical, and personal grievances
against their targets
▫ Radicalization is an extremely dynamic and highly individualized process
▫ HVEs / DVEs select soft familiar targets
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Domestic Terrorism Threat
Environment

Domestic Terrorist Threat
Environment
• FBI classifies domestic terrorism into five categories:
▫ Racially motivated violent extremism
• Most acute threat

▫
▫
▫
▫

Anti-government / anti-authority extremism
Animal rights / environmental extremism
Abortion extremism
Other
• Involuntary celibates (Incel)
• Political extremism

• Drivers include
▫ Perceptions of government or law enforcement overreach
▫ Socio-political conditions
▫ Reactions to legislative actions

• Radicalization increasingly taking place online
• Domestic terrorists increasingly communicate with like minded
individuals overseas, to include overseas travel
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Connectivity of Lone Actor Domestic
Attacks
• Large scale or highly visible attacks inspire like minded domestic
extremists driven by hate (racism)
▫ Manifestos / copycats (connected to likeminded lone actors via internet)

• Attacks inspiring attacks
▫ Oslo, Norway (July 2011)
• Bombing in Oslo / attack at youth leadership meeting

▫ Christchurch, New Zealand (March 2019)(Inspired by Oslo)
• Two mosques

▫ Poway, California (April 2019)(Inspired by Christchurch)
• Synagogue

▫ El Paso, Texas (August 2019)(Inspired by Christchurch)
• Walmart

▫ Halle, Germany (October 2019)(Inspired by Christchurch, Poway, and El
Paso)
• Synagogue and two random targets

▫ Buffalo, New York (May 14, 2022)(Inspired by Christchurch)
• Tops Friendly Market
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The Backstory to the Tragic
Connectivity of Certain Lone Actors
• Each attack was independent act of terrorism influenced by
prior incidents beginning with the Oslo attack
▫ Manifestos influenced and inspired subsequent attacks
• Oslo manifesto rewritten & simplified by Christchurch shooter
• Buffalo shooter paralleled & overlapped Christchurch manifesto

• Each domestic violent extremist in these attacks was
likeminded
▫ Driven by hate (racism, religion)

• Manifestos served as the legacy for each attacker
• Each attack involved firearms
▫ Rifles and handguns

• Each attack relied on some level of planning
• No reason that any attacker would have triggered financial
alerts prior to attacks and negative news reports
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Movements / Groups Suspected of
Protest Violence
• White supremacists (right wing movement)
▫ Racists / race war (accelerationists)
▫ Some in movement advocate violence & terrorism

• Boogaloo Boys (Bois)(right wing movement)
▫ Anti-government / anti-law enforcement
▫ Waiting for the next civil war

• Antifa (left wing movement)
▫ Anti-facist political protest movement
▫ Focus on harassing right wing extremists

• Proud Boys (right wing)
▫ Chauvinist fraternity (male only)
▫ Claim to reject racism / some members espouse racism)

• Loosely organized groups identifiable with movements or other
likeminded groups (left & right wing)
• Other grass roots groups or groups of individuals (left & right wing)
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Funding Sources, Funding Flows

Foreign Terrorist Funding Sources
• Groups
▫ Private donations
▫ Abuse and misuse of non-profit organizations
▫ Proceeds of criminal activity
▫ Extorting local and diaspora populations and businesses
▫ Kidnapping for ransom
▫ Legitimate commercial enterprise
▫ State sponsors of terrorism

• Cells / networks
▫ Group funded
▫ Self funded

• Individuals
▫ Self funded
▫ Group funded
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Domestic Terrorist Funding
• Domestic violent
extremists
▫ Employment
compensation
▫ Crowdfunding
▫ Cryptocurrencies
▫ Peer to peer transactions
▫ Savings
▫ Welfare / entitlement
payments
▫ Criminal activity

• Domestic extremist
groups
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫

Dues
Donations
Merchandise
Event fees
Advertising
Crowdfunding
Criminal activity
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Money Laundering Flow
LAYERING
PLACEMENT

Raise

Funding
Sources
Legitimate &
Illicit

INTEGRATION

Move
Funding
Methods
Formal &
Informal
Facilitation v
Detection

• Homegrown violent extremists
▫
▫
▫

Inspired (self funded)
Enabled (self or group funded)
Directed (group funded)

• Foreign terrorist organizations
▫
▫

Three funding streams
Business model

Store

Funding
Streams
Many
Variations

Spend

Funding
Access

• Domestic violent extremists
▫
▫
▫

Difficult to identify through funding
Social media red flags
Post incident investigative findings

• Domestic groups
▫
▫

Fund raising
Criminal activity
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Radicalization & Warning Signs

Taxonomies Shaping Terrorist
Radicalization

Terrorists
Hold and promote radical beliefs,
but limit illegal activities below the
threshold of major violence;
conduct low-level attacks, mostly
against property, and physical
harassment

Extremists

Activists
Engage politically in legal
matters and do not
condone illegal activities;
vote & take part in
peaceful political rallies

Actively pursue or incite violence; conduct
lethal attacks targeting perceived enemies
and encourage similar acts of violence

Sympathize with certain radical
ideas and in some cases justify
illegal acts, but restrict behavior
to legal activities; engage in civil
disobedience and public protest

Sympathizers
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Financial Warning Signs in Steps to
HVE & DVE Radicalization
Step Six
Personal Preparations
Step Five
Operational Planning & Preparation
Step Four
Concealment Activity
Step Three
Capability Development
Step Two
Pattern of Life Changes
Step One
Mindset
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Steps to HVE & DVE Radicalization
Terrorists

Step Six
Personal
Preparations
Step Five
Operational Planning
& Preparation

Extremists

Activists

Step Four
Concealment Activity
Step Three
Capability
Development
Step Two
Pattern of Life
Changes

Sympathizers

Step One
Mindset
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Radicalization & Warning Signs
• Sympathizer (interest in cause)  legal
▫ Mindset
• Payments related to extremist political activity or donations to the cause

• Activist (engagement in cause)  legal
▫ Lifestyle change
• More financial commitment to the cause

▫ Capacity development
• Purchase weapons, gear, literature & other inflammatory propaganda

• Extremist (as passion & commitment grow, escalates from non-violent to
violent)  from legal to illegal
▫ Concealment of activities
• Realization that law enforcement might be looking at them (financial activity)

▫ Operational planning & preparation
• Plan, surveil, select targets, travel & other activity leading them toward action

• Terrorist  illegal
▫ Personal preparation
• Finalize their personal preparation, settle their business & move into action
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Case Studies

Comparing and Contrasting Case
Studies
• Bringing the threat close to home
▫ Boogaloo Bois case study
• Air Force Staff Sergeant Steven Carrillo
▫ Killed federal agent in Oakland & deputy sheriff in California ambush

▫ Shooting investigations right of boom
▫ Collateral investigation left of boom

▫ Plot to kidnap Michigan Governor Gretchen Whitmer Governor
• Evolution of group starting with demonstrations against COVID-19
shutdown and development of group and ultimately the plot
• Left of boom

▫ January 6, 2001, Capitol Riot
• Convergence of emotions turned violet by false narrative
▫ Militant networks, organized clusters, inspired believers

• Right of boom
Terrorist Financing
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Case Studies: The Backstories
• Carrillo backstory
▫

Radicalization process (grew up with domestic)
•
•
•
•

2009, joined Air Force / introduced to Boogaloo Bois
2012, escalated from sympathizer to activist
2018, wife committed suicide triggering escalation to extremism in 2019
2020, escalation to terrorism with Oakland attack
▫

Interaction with other Boogaloo Bois stoking multi-city violence ( instigate civil war)

• Whitmer backstory
▫

Wolverine Watchmen (paramilitary militia)
• Escalation triggered by COVID restrictions
▫

Planned to kidnap Governor Whitmer

• Evolution of plan (planning  training  preparation  investigation / arrests)
• Consequences (convictions / acquittals  informants / undercover operation)

• January 6 (Capitol Riot) backstory
▫
▫
▫

Law enforcement / intelligence complacency
Subject categories(militant networks / organized clusters / inspired believers)
Consequences (over 860 charged / 305 convicted / more cases pending)
• More serious conspiracy / insurrection cases pending with indictments

▫

Banking consequences  accounts exited  possible future deterrent
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Takeaways

Summarizing Current Threat
Environment
• Foreign threat (top down)
▫

▫

Foreign terrorist organizations (notably Islamic State and al-Qaeda)
• Aspire to attack U.S. / lack capacity
• Provide inspiration to homegrown violent extremists
• Hizballah / Iran pose threat of cells being present in U.S. that could respond to
escalation / de-escalation scenarios
Homegrown violent extremists pose significant threat
• Inspired / enabled / directed
▫

Inspired and enabled play to leaderless model

• Domestic threat (bottom up)
▫

Domestic violent extremists pose significant threat
• Inspired
• To what extent enabled or directed

▫
▫

Predominantly loosely organized movements and groups (mostly leaderless and
decentralized)
As groups evolve and become more organized, they are more likely to be
centralized and have command and control structures

• Being situationally aware of threat environment provides a roadmap to
funding requirements and flow of funds
▫

Raise  (Placement)  Move  (Layering)  Store  (Integration)  Spend
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Takeaways
• Evolution of the internationalization of
domestic terrorism
▫ Lone actors or group / movement mindset

• Threat of HVEs & DVEs
▫ More decentralized
▫ Self funded (funded in place)

• Be situationally aware
▫ Understand
• Threat; who you are dealing with; funding flows

▫ Of four stages to radicalization
• Sympathizer to activist to extremist to terrorist

▫ How personality changes to radicalization
transcend through six financial warning signs
Terrorist Financing
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